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Abstract
The timely discovery and monitoring of fatigue cracks in steel structures is an important task in order to ensure 
structural integrity. However, off-the-shelf strain sensors are small and their deployment is too spatially local-
ized to successfully locate new crack formation or growth within acceptable confidence. A solution is the use 
of large-area electronics capable of covering large surfaces. Recent advances in hyper-elastic materials and 
self-sensing sensor designs have enabled the creation of dense compliant sensor networks for the cost-
effective monitoring of large-scale geometries. In particular, we have previously developed at Iowa State Univer-
sity a sensing skin technology based on a soft elastomeric capacitor (SEC) that consists of a highly compliant, 
low-cost, and scalable strain gauge that transduces surface strain into a measurable change in capacitance. In 
this talk, we review recent research advances empowering field deployment of the SEC technology for discover-
ing and monitoring fatigue cracks. This includes an auxetic structure-inspired design for improved sensing capa-
bilities, signal processing strategies to fuse data into useful information, and latest data from a field investiga-
tion on a bridge located in Kansas, United States. We also highlight collaborative work with the University of 
Perugia that further enabled research advances on the SEC. Lastly, we discuss recent work on a modified 
version of the SEC that comprises a structural color film that allows for optical feedback and thus can assist 
visual inspections in discovering fatigue cracks. 
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